1. **REPOINTING AXONOMETRIC DETAIL - ALTERNATE D**

2. **REPOINTING STEPS & ELEVATION DETAIL - ALTERNATE D**

3. **SQUARE CUPOLA REPORTING ELEVATION (TYP. FOR ALL 4 ROSES) - ALTERNATE D**

**NOTES:**
- **Grind out existing joint to a depth of 3/4" or deeper to sound mortar.**
- **Flush out loose material with water spray.**
- **Pre-hydrate type N mortar (Per ASTM C270) by mixing mortar dry, then mix again with only enough water to produce a workable mix.**
- **Apply pre-hydrated pointing mortar in 1/4" deep layers.**
- **Apply next layer after previous layer has been thoroughly dried.**
- **Tool mortar when fresh.**
- **Tack pointing mortar in thin layers until joint is filled and tool to a smooth, concave finish.**
- **Discard any unused mortar not used within 3 hours after initial addition of water.**
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